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«Preparing the tourism workforce for the digital future» – virtual meeting
Session II: «Closing the skills gap to succeed in the digital tourism economy»
«Digitalization is a must for our employees,
trust is key»
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Key succes factors of the NIESENBAHN corporation:
«The Swiss pyramid, a funicular, a mountain restaurant and hotel»

▪ A simple and understandable product to a fair price
Mountain

Emotions:
«that’s where I want
to go to»

+

Funicular

Reliability and
tradition: 120 years
of history

+

Restaurant

Hotel from 1856: Stay
overnight, enjoy, dream,
come back

▪ Guests from the Bernese Oberland, from the greater Berne area and from the
other parts of Switzerland
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Our main goal: «WE KNOW OUR CUSTOMERS» –
The fully integrated booking platform of NIESENBAHN corporation

Digitalization is a (the) condition in order to fulfill the future development
«Skidata» cash desk and
access system

• Access control
• Rail services / Funicular services
• System can be expanded at any time

Voucher tool «E-Guma»

Onlineshop «Pricenow»
•
•
•
•
•

• Voucher sales
• Customer data supplier

Online ticketing / pricing
Interfaces to all third party systems
Shop (frontend)
Backend for the employees
Customer data supplier

Cash desk system «Novatouch»
• Encash
• Bill vouchers

«A3» Book keeping

CRM «Wilken»

• Customer relationship management
(newsletter, history, etc.
• Central data management system

Internal system management
External system management
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System in operation
since 2020, helpful in
the pandemic.
➔ niesen.ch/shop

Employees in our business «are not digital»: They are craftsmen and –women, storytellers,
hosts, account managers – but that is not a disadvantage

How we do we do that? How do we fill the gap(s)?
Training is not enough.
▪ We have to carefully select and introduce our
employees
▪ …to take care of them
▪ …explain to them what we do
▪ …empower / enable them in new things and skills
▪ …take them for serious
▪ Adjust education at their speed
➔ Intensifying Leadership
➔ Trust them
➔ Needless to say: Also demand performance from
employees
But: Trust is «the key»
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Summary: Learning and theses

Top of Niesen, 2’363 m

1. Despite digitalization, we must never forget that the aim is to dialogue with the customer

2. Trust is the key to train employees who do not have all the skills
3. Without digitalization customer dialogue is no longer possible along the customer journey
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